THE
BLUE DANUBE
rest while the
orchestra plays
THE BLUE DANUBE

A beautiful Stream So

clear and blue A beautiful
THE BLUE DANUBE

dream of me and you

stars seem to float above the
Sky with us as we go they

fly So high. We're up in the
air up in the air

high as we dare high as we
THE BLUE DANUBE

dare we'll never come down

we will stay until
night becomes the day!
THE BLUE DANUBE

(the orchestra plays)
THE BLUE DANUBE

(the orchestra plays)

(the orchestra plays)
THE BLUE DANUBE

A beautiful stream
So clear and blue
A beautiful
dream of me and you

stars seem to float above the
air up in the air as high as we dare high as we
dare we'll never come down
we will stay until
night becomes the day. Badum bum!